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1. Introduction

DUCATI sistemi S.p.A., pursuing a program of increasing participation in the energy saving
program, has developed the DAT Più V2 instrument which, when used in conjunction with Mach
30 (three-phase), Mach 20 (single-phase), Mach Smart, Mach Smart 96 and the “Più” family panel
analysers (i.e. Smart Più), allows the local collection of data and its forwarding, either directly
(cable) or via modem, to the PC (Host) by means of the serial RS232 line located on the side of the
instrument.

This choice represents the consolidation of the company’s presence in the field of industrial
control by means of a line of high technology products and systems synergetic with the traditional
problems facing companies today.

DAT Più V2 has been designed and produced to be used in low voltage distribution boards
together with the other panel instruments of the MACH line and/or for direct connection with the
power supply counter. In this manual, the name "MACH" is referring to any Ducati’s panel
instrument.

Some of the new functions of DAT Più V2:

• management of a network of up to 98 MACHs
• 4Mbyte memory for records
• 200-events memory for alarms
• possibility of reading four external pulse counter inputs:

♦ 2 inputs to store information pertaining to pulse counting
♦ 2 inputs to control the status of two level digital inputs, also for possible time band

management
• two independent serial ports for simultaneous communication with the instrument network and

the host PC
• new measures download mode in a compressed format for higher data transfer speed through

the RS232 serial port
• measures partial download
• possibility of measures download from the archive restricted to a number of MACHs less than

the number of the programmed MACHs
• possibility of managing the analysers network synchronisation for the calculation of all mean

values in the same time interval, by means of the internal clock or the so-called “time-band”
digital inputs

• two different password to allow different accesses of the users and to avoid that unauthorised
users modify the instrument setting parameters or destroy stored data

• allow the storage of the active energy increasing of the power supply counter at the end of
every month, allowing the energy consumption’s storage of the previous month

• allow the external power supply counters energy calculation with a maximum limit of
42.949,672950 MWh/MVArh

• possibility of downloading firmware to update the application through the RS232 serial port.
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2. System Architecture

The following figure illustrates the DAT Più V2 system diagram:

FIG. 1 - System Architecture
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3. System connections

FIG. 2 - System Interconnections

By means of the RS485 serial interface, a maximum of 98 MACHs can be connected at the
same time, and their addresses can be non-consecutive. The connection, when the shielded Belden
cable is used, makes it possible to effectively use a line up to one kilometre in length. For further
information on the serial connection, see the MACH user's manual.
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4. Instrument description

The main features are:

• 4 Mbytes memory for records
• 200-event memory for alarms
• two independent serial ports for simultaneous communication with instruments and host PC,

which allow:
♦ possibility of downloading data even during acquisition from instruments
♦ no loss of info and constant synchronisation with external events

• download of compressed data to increase data transfer speed through the RS232 serial line
• download of the internal Firmware through the RS232 serial port
• management of a network of up to 98 MACHs, even without consecutive addresses, plus a

virtual instrument (address # 99) which functions as an external pulse counter (mainly used for
energy count)

• acquisition of measures from selected MACHs through the RS485 interface and storage inside
the DAT Più memory; measures to be recorded are programmed in DAT Più.

• reading of four inputs of the external pulse counter, managed as follows:
♦ the pulse counter is managed like a normal instrument and can be set by the user as an

instrument with address 99
♦ 2 DAT Più inputs allow you to store pulse count records (in case of energy counter, they

allow you to store absorbed active and reactive energy, managing them as a normal
measure recorded by instruments). The count variable is increased at every pulse coming
from the external meter

♦ 2 DAT Più inputs allow you to check the status of two level digital inputs (in case of
energy meter, they correspond to info pertaining to the time band). These inputs can also
be used as alarm inputs

♦ management of synchronisation of the internal clock and the entire instrument network. At
synchronisation, the instrument sends a command to all MACHs in network in order to
align them for the calculation of mean measures. Such synchronisation can take place by
means of the PC internal clock, or through the external meter at time band switch

• manage a records partial download, allowing the acquisitions transfer from the archive in a
temporal interval selectable by the user (from example data download from 23/07/2001 10:00
to 24/07/2001 08:00), always leaving the records in the memory without deleting, to allow the
data access from a different user

• possibility of measures download from the archive restricted to a number of MACHs less than
the number of the programmed MACHs (for example if there are programmed MACHs with
address from 1 to 15, it’s possible to download only the data of the MACHs 2 and 3)

• two different password to allow different accesses of the users and to avoid that unauthorised
users modify the instrument setting parameters or destroy stored data. There are two different
password:
♦ administrator password to allow all the parameters and data management: parameters

setting, data download, memory erase, etc.
♦ user password allowing only the possibility of parameters reading (without modification),

data download without removal and clock reading (without changing it)
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• allow the storage of active energy increasing of instrument 99 at the end of every month,
allowing the easy energy consumption’s storage at the end of the month (only from the Host
PC)

• transparency function: it is possible to read directly on the Host PC the data from the MACH
network (up to a number of 98 instruments) plus the pulse counter. In other words, DAT Più
V2 acts as an RS232 – RS485 converter, even during the normal acquisition phase

• remote call in case of alarm
• call back a host PC for automatic data transfer: in DAT Più V2, a second telephone number can

be programmed to transfer acquired data. In this case, besides the phone number, it is also
necessary to set when the first call is to be made and the time interval (in days). In case of
connection problems, the call is repeated up to 3 times, with a waiting interval time among calls
selectable within a range of 3-10 minutes. If the hour or the date set by the user are just expired,
the DAT Più V2 if disconnected calls immediately the Host PC, than scheduling itself using the
information parameters fixed by the user. Thanks to this feature, the data transfer to the remote
PC can occur either by a call made by the PC, or by a call made by the DAT Più V2.

Please note: the user shall avoid conflicts among phone calls: in case more DAT Più V2 are
programmed to call the same PC modem, they should be scheduled so that calls will be made at
different times.
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4.1 Interface

FIG. 3 - Perspective view of the instrument

DAT Più V2 is available in a Modulbox H58 container (size 160x90x73mm) which can be
directly fastened to a DIN 35 mm profile.

FIG. 4 - Front view of the instrument

DAT Più V2 features an alphanumeric FIP display with 2 lines and 20 columns as well as a red
LED and four keys, having the following functions:

• LED: flashing during acquisitions from network of instruments and during firmware update
(Loader mode)

• KEYBOARD:

♦ [M] key: if pressed while in the display menu, it allows you to return to the first page,
while in the setup menu it allows you to move the flashing cursor backward

♦ [S] key: if pressed while in the display menu, it allows you to go into the setup menu,
while in the setup menu it allows you to move the flashing cursor forward

♦ [+] key: if pressed while in the display menu, it allows you to go to the next page, while
in the setup menu it allows you to increase the selected value (with autoscroll)

♦ [-] key: if pressed while being in the display menu, it allows to go to the previous page,
while in the setup menu it allows to decrease the selected value (with autoscroll)

♦ [M] and [S] keys, pressed together: if pressed while in the setup menu, they allow you to
go back to the display menu at any time.
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4.1.1 Direct connection cable (supplied)
The instrument comes with a cable, made up of a 9-pin D-shell connector ("9PF" in the figure)

and two 9-pin D-shell connectors ("9PM" in the figure). This cable is to be used in case you want to
connect the instrument both to a modem and a local PC (direct connection), to be installed on the
front panel. The connection principle is shown in the following figure.

Note: when using the plug for direct connection to local PC, turn the modem off to avoid
signals conflicts!

FIG. 5 – Direct connection cable for front panel plug

If it is not required to install this plug on the front panel, avoid using the cable, so the connection
is not unnecessarily longer.
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4.2 Terminal board

FIG. 6 - Terminal board

Frames, from left to right:

1) Instrument power supply
It includes the first three screw terminals to power the instrument at 230 Volts or 115 Volts.

2) Digital inputs
It includes six screw terminals to connect the signals coming from the external pulse meter:

COM Common (-) to all four INP inputs
INP1 First input for pulse count (input for active energy count)
INP2 Second input for pulse count (input for reactive energy count)
INP3 First digital input (input for the first counter output, to control the time band)
INP4 Second digital input (input for the second counter output, to control the time band)

To help installation, some small red LEDs under the terminal board are available to
indicate the input status.

Please note: to drive the inputs it is necessary to use an insulated contact. Should it be
polarised, connect the negative pole to the COM pin.

The principle scheme of the input section previously described is:

FIG. 7 – Digital input interface
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When the external energy meter is far from the DAT Più V2 (more than few meters), to
avoid accumulative noises on the signal lines, it is advisable to fit a relay interface card near the
DAT Più V2, so the signal is regenerated and made available near the instrument.

A principle scheme of the connection previously described is as follows:

FIG. 8 – Interface external relay
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3) RS485 serial line
DAT Più V2 features an isolated serial line for the connection with MACHs, comprising

three screw terminals to connect the serial cable coming from the MACH network, in which
A=+ and B=-. S is the shield. For the serial line, a shielded cable is normally used, consisting of
two twisted wires enclosed in an electromagnetic shield.

4) RS232 serial line
Used to connect DAT Più V2 to a computer, either directly on the serial line (cable mode)

or through a PSTN telephone line (with a modem). The modem can also be a GSM modem
(model INDUSTRIAL BASE distributed by Ducati Sistemi).

4.3 Positioning the instrument

The positioning of the instrument on the DIN guide is very easy: insert its side slot on the metal
guide and push until it comes to a complete stop. Then, lower by a few mm. the black plastic
eyehook located on the bottom of the instrument's base panel using a screw driver (see the figure
below), push toward the guide and release the hook: the instrument is locked in place.

FIG. 9 – Fitting on D.I.N. guide
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4.4 Power supply connection

To power the instrument, use either a voltage of 230 ÷ 240 Vac, or a voltage of 115 ÷ 120 Vac,
and a cable with a maximum section of 1.5 mm².

FIG. 10 – Power supply unit

The instrument is not equipped with power supply protective fuses and therefore
it must be protected by the fitter with a 0.1 A T-type external fuse.

4.5 User interface

The user interface consists of two menus: the display menu and the setup menu

Display menus allow the user to display:

♦ Current date and time

♦ Time remaining till the next acquisition

♦ Available and stored records

♦ Days remaining before the memory is full and older data will be overwritten

♦ Number of stored alarms

♦ Status of the two level digital inputs

♦ Pulse count from the other two digital inputs

♦ Active energy, reactive energy and mean active power count

♦ Status of connected MACHs
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Setup menus allow the user to:

♦ set date and time of the instrument internal clock

♦ set the communication speed of the RS485 and RS232 serial ports

♦ set the usage of modem or cable for connection to the host PC

♦ set the measure acquisition time interval

♦ set the multiplication factors for the calculation of pulse energies (pls/Wh-VArh and K)

♦ manage synchronisation

♦ program the alarms on the pulse counter inputs

♦ select the instruments network type

♦ modify the password

♦ program a call in case of alarm for the selected MACH and the corresponding output

♦ select how many MACH instruments are connected for data recording

♦ select which measures are to be recorded

♦ reset the data and alarm memory

♦ reset energy counters

♦ restore default settings
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5. Using the instrument

5.1 Partial data download

DAT Più implements a partial data download mode: using Win Com 5 software, choose the time
interval related to the filed data to be downloaded (the system then supplies only the filed data
relevant to that interval). For instance, one can download only the data between 12/07/01 at 10:12
and 12/08/01 at 14:41. The partial download can be activated by means of a new command of the
Ducati protocol (described below) which starts the research of selected records; following this
command, DAT Più searches for requested data in the file and only supplies those contained in the
selected interval.

Another important option offered by the instrument is the possibility to download the measures
related to a limited number of devices as opposed to the number of set devices (for instance, if
MACHs 3 to 15 are configured, it is possible to download data from MACH 5 and MACH 12 only).

N.B. During data download, stored acquired records are never deleted and remain in memory
available for future access. Also take into account that acquired records file operates like a circular
storage, that is when there is no more available space, older records are overwritten. Furthermore,
once the file is full, an alarm message is set off (see section 5.5).

5.2 Password

DAT Più features two distinct passwords to avoid that unauthorised users modify instrument
settings or gain access to stored data and to allow distinct access to the different types of instrument
users. With default settings, or after a reset, both passwords are disabled and therefore free
connection to the instrument is possible. Subsequently, the instrument administrator can enter them
(four-character alphanumeric strings). A disabled password consists of the "0000" value. Once
passwords are entered, only two distinct types of users can access the instrument:

♦ Instrument administrator: this user has free access to DAT Più and can vary parameters,
delete the memory, change clock settings

♦ User with access: this user can access the instrument, but cannot change setup (all parameter
setting commands are disabled), delete the memory or change clock settings

Normally, the serial access to the instrument is activated only at connection, after a specific
enabling command is sent (see protocol for further details), different for administrator and user.
Only if the entered password is correct access to the instrument and all relevant operations are
enabled. For this reason, the user cannot vary parameter settings and delete filed data, and other
users, without relevant passwords, cannot access the instrument.

N.B.
♦ Only the administrator can change the system passwords (administrator and user)
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♦ The password protecting the instruments from keyboard access is the administrator password;
therefore, the administrator has free access to configuration menus

♦ If passwords are forgotten, they can be reset by locally gaining access to the instrument with an
emergency procedure (contact Ducati Sistemi, the authorised dealer or fitter)

♦ Also, to allow correct management of the outgoing call, DAT carries out every call as
administrator, i.e. always maintaining  enabled all protected tasks (both data call and alarm
call) and allowing clock update. This because at call the software cannot recognise whether the
incoming call is to be managed as administrator or as user.

5.3 External meter management through pulse interface

DAT Più V2 can control an external energy meter for energy indirect measures or, simply, for
general counts.

The interface between the instrument and the energy meter pulse generator consists of the DAT
Più V2 central terminal board, more precisely the first 5 pins from the left. DAT Più V2 can be
connected to an external pulse generator with relay interface or equivalent, generating a pulse
simply by closing the contact between the common pin (COM pin 1) and the pin corresponding to
the relevant signal.

INP1 and INP2 inputs correspond to the two counter inputs; in case of count regarding energy
they must be connected to the signal pertaining to the active energy and to the signal pertaining to
the reactive energy, respectively.

INP3 and INP4 are level inputs. When the corresponding contact is closed or opened, the status
of the two inputs is checked and set to 1 (closed) or 0 (open) respectively. In case of connection to
an external device for the energy measure, these inputs must be connected to the outputs pertaining
to time bands. DAT Più V2 features an external energy meter managed like all the other MACH
instruments and referred to as the address # 99. To detect the corresponding measures or verify
whether an alarm is present, add this instrument to the list of configured MACHs. However, the
instrument 99 features a limited number of measures:

ΣWM Mean three-phase equivalent active power

ΣKW Three-phase equivalent active energy

ΣKA Three-phase equivalent reactive energy

If a measure different from these is requested, MACH 99 answers with an “undefined” value
(“____________”, i.e. 12 “_” characters).

Thanks to pulse counter coefficients, for each pulse an energy quantum is accumulated.
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5.4 Synchronisation

Synchronisation, when enabled, allows you to align the entire network of instruments with
DAT Più V2 for the calculation of the active power mean values. During synchronisation, DAT Più
V2 sends a mean reset command to all instruments (including the virtual instrument # 99,
representing the pulse counter), to align them for the calculation of mean values. Then in case of
synchronisation by time bands, it also aligns the internal clock.

If enabled, synchronisation is carried out every 4 days and comes from a user-selectable event:

♦ Clock synchro.: at 4.00 A.M.
♦ “Time band”: when switching from F4 to F2 or F3 (following the Time bands tariffs visualised

in the following figure). In this case, internal clock re-alignment always occurs setting DAT
Più's clock minutes at 30 and seconds at 0 (since “time band” switching always occurs at 6:30
A.M.).

FIG. 11 – Time bands tariffs

Also, with synchronism set from the clock, DAT Più sends the synchronism to the network
of instruments at first quarter of an hour after power-on. This option is particularly useful in
case of power failure, since it allows immediate synchronisation of the network without waiting
for the first passage at 4:00 A.M.

When setting the instrument, pay attention to the “Set Net Type” parameters (see Section
5.9.2.2). If it is set to “standard”, DAT Più V2 sends a reset command for each instrument, using
the normal Ducati protocol; if it is set to “broadcast”, DAT Più V2 sends only one single broadcast
command interpreted by all the instruments of the network simultaneously.

However, the broadcast command is implemented in the newest instruments belonging to the
“Più” family (i.e. Smart Più) only, and therefore in case of mixed networks or instruments of the
older generation, set this parameters to “standard”.
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5.5 Alarm management

DAT Più V2 can "read" the alarms from MACHs (if they were programmed to generate them).
Such alarms are filed (alarm memory) and up to 200 events can be stored. DAT Più V2 also
manages the alarms generated by the external pulse device interface (see Section 5.7).

Furthermore, DAT Più V2 can be programmed so as to carry out a call as soon as an alarm is
generated. For the remote call in case of alarm, in DAT Più V2 a string is set indicating modem and
number to be called. Thanks to this function, when DAT Più V2 detects the activation/deactivation
of at least one MACH's output, or that a Dat counter is off or on count, or the variation of one of the
Dat digital inputs, it stores it in memory and communicates to the PC the following:

♦ Calling DAT Più V2 ID;

♦ Address of MACH that activated/deactivated the alarm;

♦ Relevant alarm number (1 to 4);

♦ Alarm status

♦ Date/time of the alarm change of status.

If the phone call is not possible, DAT Più V2 can store in a circular buffer with room for up to
200 set/reset events. Furthermore, if during data transfer (through the telephone line) the connection
fails, non-transferred data remains available for a next call.

Besides the alarms of different instruments, DAT Più also sets off three special alarms:

♦ "no setting" alarm, which can be activated if the default setting is entered or setup parameters
are lost (possible only in case of setting memory malfunctioning)

♦ "file overwriting" alarm, which can be activated each time memory data overwriting is started
(because of circular data storage)

♦ MACH out of service alarm. This alarm is generated when the configured instrument not
respond for “n” consecutive acquisitions (the parameter is configurable only with the software
Wincom5) and is reset, after the generation of the corresponding out of service alarm, at the first
correct response, during the acquisition, of the configured MACH

If a GSM modemi is used, it is possible to set the instrument so an SMS message is sent by the
instrument upon alarm variation, instead of calling the PC; the alarm is in any case stored in the
alarm memory archive. The SMS features the following information:

♦ Calling DAT Più V2 ID;

♦ Address of the MACH that generated the alarm;

♦ Relevant alarm number (1 to 4);

♦ Alarm status

♦ Date/time of alarm generation.

For each MACH, it is possible to set which alarm can generate the immediate call with alarm
memory download. If this setting is not done, DAT Più V2 calls when the memory for alarm
storage is full at 60% of its capacity (that is, when 120 of the 200 alarms available are recorded).
Caution: if the instrument is set to send SMS, no further SMS will be sent when the alarm storage
memory is full at 60% of its capacity.

                                                
i Wavecom WM02 can be supplied by Ducati energia. Check with your mobile telephone company whether your
telephone card is enabled for data transmission.
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The call is not carried out if the called number is not duly programmed.
To avoid data download being too heavy, during connection (both direct or via modem) alarm

management is temporarily disabled and therefore alarms are not read “in real time”. The last alarm
for each instrument remains pending and will be detected at the end of connection.

NOTE: It must be consider that if there is a contemporary change of more than one input, the
DAT Più V2 can send only the SMS corresponding to the last generated alarm.

5.6 Outgoing call

In case of modem connection setting, DAT Più can also carry out a call to a duly programmed
telephone number, in order to download data from the memory in "read and leave" mode. If time
and date are correctly set using Win Com 5 software, at expiry of the preset time, DAT Più makes
the call. In case of connection problems, the call is repeated up to 3 times, with a waiting interval
time among calls selectable within a range of 3 to 10 minutes. Also, at connection or after three
retries, the instrument re-schedules to make the call again according to the user's programming
(after 1 to 15 days).  The call is not made if the number is not duly programmed.

Also, if the time and date entered by the user are already expired, at disconnection DAT Più
makes the call immediately, then schedules the next period according to the setting entered by the
user. Thanks to this feature, data transfer to the remote PC can occur either by a call made by the
PC, or by a call made by the DAT Più.

5.7 Pulse counter alarm

As far as the instrument # 99 (pulse counter) is concerned, two different types of alarm can be
selected:

♦ On digital inputs (Digital Input Alarm): if enabled, alarms are generated each time the
input status changes and remain active in its new condition for at least 2 seconds

♦ On count inputs (Counters Alarm Timer): when enabled, for these alarms a maximum
time interval must be set, ranging between 30 seconds and 10 minutes: the alarm is
generated if no pulse is detected in this time, or any time the count is resumed again. This
allows you to detect counter’s malfunctioning such as:

♦ Count stop

♦ But also count restart

Like for other instruments, for the instrument # 99 too a call can be enabled in case an alarm is
generated in the relevant input.

To enable these alarms, remember to add the Mach # 99 to the list of configured MACHs.
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5.8 End-of-month active energy

DAT Più also allows you to store, at the end of every month, the variation undergone during the
previous month by active energy of the instrument # 99. In this way, every month it will be possible
to calculate the difference between the active energy at the end of the current month and the active
energy at the end of the previous one, to estimate energy consumption.

Since this information is stored in the instrument up to the following month end, it is possible,
either with Win Com 5 software, or using directly the protocol (see commands in detail), to obtain
such information immediately.

5.9 Pages displayed by DAT Più V2

5.9.1 Display menu
At power-on, the instrument can be in three different conditions:

♦ Normal operation (setup as well as data records are found correctly stored in
memory): in this case, at power-on DAT Più V2 displays the following initialisation page
(type of connection and current firmware version):

   Cable mode enabled

                                                             FW Revision 2.10

FIG. 12 –Power-on page: normal state

In this case, upon connection to the host PC with Win Com 5 software, in the section
"PowerUP" status, the string "OK" is displayed.

♦ Lost records (the data records stored in memory are lost), but the setup is still correctly
stored in memory. In this case, at power-on DAT Più V2 displays the following screen:

                                                            Memory records lost!

                                                           Check memory battery

FIG. 13 – Memory loss warning page

This situation normally occurs when the internal backup battery is defective or discharged.

In this case, upon connection to the host PC with Win Com 5 software, in the section
"PowerUP" status, the string "Data Lost" is displayed

♦ Lost setup. In this case, DAT Più V2 loads the default setup configuration; also all data
records are lost. At power-on the following screen is displayed:
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                                                           Warning setup lost!

   Loaded default setup

FIG. 14 – Setup loss warning page

This could happen, for instance, at first power-on or in case of exceptional
environmental disturbance.

In this case, upon connection to the host PC with Win Com 5 software, in the section
"PowerUP" status, the string "All Lost" is displayed

After displaying the above screens, the instrument is initialised and detects the
connection setting with the host PC; then, the following screens are displayed:

♦ In case of cable connection:

                                                             Cable mode enabled..

                                                               FW Revision 2.10

FIG. 15 – Power-on page: cable connection

This page is displayed in case of cable connection of the instrument and lasts for 5
seconds, then, the logo page is displayed, with the current date and time.

♦ In case of modem connection:

      Modem mode enabled..

                                                               FW Revision 2.10

FIG. 16 – Power-on page: modem connection

                                                                    WAITING!!

                                                            Initializing modem…

FIG. 17 – Waiting page: during modem program

This page is displayed in case of modem connection of the instrument and lasts for 5 seconds.
During this time, DAT Più V2 sends the initialisation string to the modem and if its answer is
correct, the following screen is displayed:
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                                                               Setup modem OK

                                                                Initialization OK

FIG. 18 – Modem setup acknowledge page

The modem is correctly initialised. If the modem communication fails, the following screen is
displayed:

                                                             Setup modem failed!

                                                          WRONG Initialization

FIG. 19 –Modem setup error page

After the above-mentioned initialisations, the instrument displays the "DUCATI energia
S.p.A." logo as well as current date and time:

DUCATI Energia S.p.A.

08:10:30  15/12/2003

FIG. 20 – Page with logo and current date and time

Scroll display pages by using the [+] (next page) and [-] (previous page) keys; return to the first
page with the [M] key, while go into setup menus from any display page with the [S] key. When
scrolling the display menu, displayed pages are:

Time to next store:

0   min      34   sec

FIG. 21 – Time to the next acquisition

Rec.Free    Rec.Stored

 10070          18

FIG. 22 –Available and stored records
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The previous page displays the records currently stored in memory and those still available
before the instrument’s memory is completely full (page update is performed every second).

Upon complete filling of the available memory, storing is managed in a circular way and less
recent records are overwritten.

 Offline Days     150

 Alarms present   1

FIG. 23 – Off-line days and alarms in memory page

Digital input status

INP3: 0   INP4: 1

FIG. 24 – Page of the status of the two digital inputs pertaining to time bands

The previous page displays in real time the status of the two digital inputs, INP3 and INP4.
Remember that "Input Enabled " (shortcut to common COM) ⇒ status = 1, "Input disabled" (open
contact with the common COM) ⇒ status = 0.

  Pulse counters

 CN1:126780 CN2:345098

FIG. 25 - Page of the status of the two counters for pulse count

The previous page displays the count of pulses coming from external pulse generator connected
to INP1 and INP2 pins (just on the display counters are increased at every pulse up to 999999, then
they reset and restarted from 0; internal counters hold much higher values -see below-)

                         Active Energy

22,450  KWh

FIG. 26 – Total active energy page
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This page displays the active energy value found counting the pulses coming from external
pulse energy meter (in case the time band option is enabled, it corresponds to the sum of counts
pertaining to each single time band). These pulses (for the active energy, counter CN1) are duly
multiplied by the pulse transformation and weight factor, which can be set by means of the setup
menu. The maximum value for pulse count is always 4.294.967.295, since the number is stored as
a 32 bit number; after this value, the counter will “rollover” and will start again from 0.

Please note: in all DAT Più V2 pages, the comma (",") indicates the decimal digits.

The maximum energy value that can be stored and displayed depends on the Multiplication
factor (K/(pls/Wh)) and it can never exceed 4,294,967,295 pulses. With a Multiplication factor of 1
(e.g. K = 10, pls/Wh = 10), the maximum energy value is 4,294,967,290Wh (corresponding to
4,294,967,299 pulses maximum): in fact, the pulse counter continues to increase up to its maximum
value of 4,294,967,295 (corresponding to 4,294,967,290Wh), then a counter rollover occurs. In case
of higher multiplication factors such as 100 (e.g. K = 3000, pls/Wh = 30), the limit value is
42,949,672,000Wh (corresponding to 429,496,729 pulses maximum), then an overflow  will occur
(a field with 14 “+” characters is displayed, while filed data will display an UNDEF value, i.e. 12
“_” characters), even if the counter will continue to increase up to the maximum of 4,294,967,295
pulses. In case of overflow, the energy value can be recalculated by changing the Multiplication
factor.

The minimum resolution for the energy count is 10Wh, which varies according to the energy
set by means of the Multiplication factor, so the minimum number of pulses necessary to vary the
energy counter by one minimum step of (K * 10) corresponds to ((pls/Wh) * 10)Wh (for instance,
if the Multiplication factor is 10, i.e. with K = 300 and pls/Wh = 30, the minimum resolution for the
active energy is 300Wh, and the observed increase of the energy counter will be 3KWh after 300
pulses only).

On the display, the unit of measure is automatically adjusted according to the value, passing
from Wh to KWh up to MWh. The display can show a maximum 7-digit and 6-decimal value.

The previous pages indicate the active energy count divided into single time bands. The time
band is identified by means of INP3 and INP4 inputs, which have to be duly connected to the
relevant outputs of the external counter. In this way, once the current activation time band is
identified, the corresponding counter is increased. If no time band is enabled in the setup menu,
only F1 is increased by default, as well as the total count. Therefore, if an active energy measure
is desired with time bands, make sure that this parameter has been duly set in the setup menu, or
otherwise it is disabled by default.

Reactive energy

12,987   KVArh

FIG. 27 – Total reactive energy page

This page displays the reactive energy value obtained with the count of pulses coming from the
external energy meter. These pulses (for the reactive energy, the relevant counter is CN2) are then
multiplied by the transformation and weight factor, which can be set in the setup menu. The
maximum value for pulse count is always 4.294.967.295, since the number is stored as a 32bit
number, after this value, the counter will “rollover” and will start again from 0.
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The maximum energy value that can be stored and displayed depends on the Multiplication
factor (K/(pls/VArh)) and it can never exceed 4,294,967,295 pulses. With a Multiplication factor of
1 (e.g. K = 10, pls/VArh = 10), the maximum energy value is 4,294,967,290VArh (corresponding
to 4,294,967,299 pulses maximum): in fact, the pulse counter continues to increase up to its
maximum value of 4,294,967,295 (corresponding to 4,294,967,290VArh), then a counter rollover
occurs. In case of higher multiplication factors such as 100 (e.g. K = 3000, pls/VArh = 30), the limit
value is 42,949,672,000VArh (corresponding to 429,496,729 pulses maximum), then an overflow
will occur (a field with 14 “+” characters is displayed, while filed data will display an UNDEF
value, i.e. 12 “_” characters), even if the counter will continue to increase up to the maximum of
4,294,967,295 pulses. In case of overflow, the energy value can be recalculated by changing the
Multiplication factor.

The minimum resolution for the energy count is 10VArh, which varies according to the energy
set by means of the Multiplication factor, so the minimum number of pulses necessary to vary the
energy counter by one minimum step of (K * 10) corresponds to ((pls/Wh) * 10)VArh (for
instance, if the Multiplication factor is 10, i.e. with K = 300 and pls/VArh = 30, the minimum
resolution for the reactive energy is 300VArh, and the observed increase of the energy counter will
be 3 KVArh after 300 pulses only).

On the display, the unit of measure is automatically adjusted according to the value, passing
from VArh to KVArh up to MVArh. The display can show a maximum 7-digit and 6-decimal
value.

Then, the page for the calculation of the mean power over 15 minutes follows.

15’ Mean Act. Power

          12  KW

FIG. 28 – Page of the mean active power calculated every 15 minutes

 Config. MACH Status

  Press S to Enter

FIG. 29 – MACH communication control page

To enter this sub-menu, press [S]. The following screen is displayed:

Config. MACH Status

MACH=> 1<   Stat=OK

FIG. 30 - MACH status (correct answer)
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Config. MACH Status

MACH=> 2<   Stat=NR

FIG. 31 - MACH status (MACH not responding)

Press [+] or [-] keys to scroll configured MACHs and display their current status. With the [M]
key, as for the other menus, you return to the initial page with the DUCATI logo, while with the [S]
key you exit the function. As soon as this menu is entered and each time the next MACH status is
displayed, press [+] or [-] to send a query string to the relevant MACH (to check whether it
correctly communicates). If after a few tens of millisecond MACH answers correctly, the display
shows: “Stat=OK”, otherwise the “Stat=NR” (Not Responding) string is displayed, and the user
shall check whether connections are correct.

5.9.2 Setup menu user options

5.9.2.1 Default Setup
For each parameter, default value and possible interval are indicated.

Parameter Possible values Default
RS485 communication speed 2400, 4800, 9600 bps 9600 bps

RS232 communication speed 9600, 19200 bps (only cable)

9600 bps (only modem)

9600 bps

Type of connection modem or cable Modem

Acquisition interval 0 or 1 to 60 min.
(0 = quarter of hour)

0 = quarter of hour

Pulse counter multiplication factor, in
pulse/Wh or pulse/VArh

1 to 90 10

Pulse energy meter transformation factor 1 to 15000ii 3000

Synchronisation None, clock, time bands Clock

Number of consecutive failed acquisition
(with no response) for the generation of the
out of service alarm of the configured
MACHs

0 (alarm disabled) to 1440 4

Alarms upon missing pulse count from
external meter

disabled, 30 to 600 seconds (with
30 seconds steps)

Disabled

Alarms on digital inputs Disabled, enabled Disabled

Type of MACH network standard or broadcast Standard

Password 4 alphanumeric digits 0000 (disabled)

Priorities of automatic calls in case of alarm Priorities disabled or enabled Disabled (no alarm is programmed)

List of connected MACHs 1 to 99 1 and 99

                                                
ii From version 2.06, in previous versions the maximum was 9000; it must be notice that not all the Win Com 5
software version can manage value of K greater than 9000, in this cases the meter transformation factor must be set
manually using the correspondent protocol command.
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Parameter Possible values Default
Selected measures Up to 9

(for a complete list, see Section 6)

Three-phase mean active power (ΣWM),

three-phase active energy (ΣKW),

three-phase reactive energy (ΣΚΑ),

three-phase voltage (ΣV),

three-phase current (ΣI),

three-phase power factor (ΣC)

Telephone numbers for DAT Più V2 call to
host PC

Alarm call and data call Disabled

Time interval in days for data call to the host
PC

1 to 15 days 1 day

Date and time for data call of DAT Più V2
to host PC

Date and time Disabled

DAT Più V2 id 1 to 300 1

Hour of modem re-initialisation 0 to 23 programmed hour

99 = function disabled

22

5.9.2.2 Setup menu

Press the [S] key to go into the setup menu from the display menu. Furthermore:

• press the [S] key to move cursor forward,

• press the [M] key to move cursor backward

• setup pages are configured in loop, and therefore to return to the display menu, press [S] if
you are in the last page or press [M] and [S] at the same time if you are in any setup page

• to increase or decrease each single selected field, just press [+] or [-] respectively (displayed
values can also be scrolled, just by pressing the key for few seconds).

If an Administrator password has been set, upon entering the setup menu the following screen is
displayed:

  Enter Password

     >-<- - -

FIG. 32 – Access to setup pages when a password is enabled

Enter the four alphanumeric digits using [+] and [-] keys and pass from one field to the next by
using [S] or [M] keys. Once the Administrator password is entered, while still on the last field,
press [S]. If the password is correct, the first page of setup menu is displayed. Otherwise, the first
display menu page is displayed. If no Administrator password was set, press [S] to pass from the
display menu to the first page of setup menu.
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     SET TIME

                       >09h<  05m  40s

FIG. 33 – Time setup page (hours, minutes, and seconds)

     SET DATE

  >2001y<  06m  12d

FIG. 34 – Date setup page (year, month, and day)

In these pages, the current date and time of the internal clock can be set. Once set, data is
memorised only upon exit.

RS485     >Baud= 9600<

RS232     >Baud= 9600<

FIG. 35 – RS485 and RS232 serial ports communication speed setup page

NOTE: The RS232 serial port communications speed, in the modem connection mode, is fixed
at 9600 bps and can’t be modified.

 Connection with Host

       >cable<

FIG. 36 – Connection mode to host PC setup page

NOTE: In case you switch from cable connection to modem connection, upon exit of the setup
menu, the instrument sends the initialisation string to the modem. The following screen is displayed
for 5 seconds:

       WAITING!!

  Initializing modem…

FIG. 37 –Modem initialisation page
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At the end, if initialisation has been correctly performed, the following message is displayed
(together with the baud rate set):

    Setup modem OK

   Initialization OK

FIG. 38 – Correct modem initialisation page

Otherwise the following screen is displayed:

 Setup modem failed!!

 WRONG Initialization

FIG. 39 – Incorrect modem initialisation page

  Acquisition time

    >     15 min<

FIG. 40 – Record download setup page

The value “1/4 of hour” (corresponding to the "0 minutes" setting) is the acquisition performed
every quarter of an hour, which unlike the "15 minutes" setting, is activated exactly at the quarter of
hour (i.e. 12:00, 12:15, 12:30, etc.).

With a 9600bps baud rate, to complete a record acquisition on all the network instruments, DAT
Più V2 needs the following time; therefore according to the programmed values, the minimum
acquisition interval time is to be considered.

Number of
instruments

Recorded
measures

Time needed to complete an
acquisition

Minimum time
interval

99 9 10 minutes and 45 seconds 13 minutes

99 1 1 minute and 15 seconds 2 minutes

50 9 6 minutes and 50 seconds 8 minutes

31 9 3 minutes and 55 seconds 5 minutes

31 1 24 seconds 1 minute

20 9 2 minutes and 20 seconds 3 minutes

20 1 15 seconds 1 minute

12 9 1 minute and 45 seconds 3 minutes
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Number of
instruments

Recorded
measures

Time needed to complete an
acquisition

Minimum time
interval

12 1 10 seconds 1 minute

6 9 50 seconds 2 minutes

6 1 6 seconds 1 minute

1 9 9 seconds 1 minute

1 1 2 seconds 1 minute

 >10<   pls/Wh

 >10<   pls/VArh

FIG. 41 – Setup of pulse meter multiplication factor, for the calculation of active or reactive
energy, in impulse/Wh or impulse/VArh

For example, if the energy meter indicates “8000 pulses/KWh”, enter 8 in this field.

Pulse counter factor

     K = >3000<

FIG. 42 – Setup of the pulse meter transformation factor

These pages allow you to set the multiplication factor to calculate the energy value associated to
each single pulse. In fact, each pulse coming from the meter must be weighed by means of a
suitable factor to supply the correct energy value. The value of pulses/Wh and pulses/VArh also
determines the minimum quantity of energy displayable (for example with a value of pls/Wh = 10
the energy displayed change only after 10 pulses). This factor must be set knowing the typical
external meter factor, normally in pulses/KWh or pulses/KVArh (in this case, it has to be
transformed in pulses per Wh-VArh) and the K factor related to the transformation factor (normally
dependent on the type of installation). For example, if the energy meter indicates “8000
pulses/KWh” and the meter installation transformation factor for CTs and VTs is 3000 (this value
must be entered in the previous page), to each pulse an energy quantum is associated, corresponding
to 3000/8 = 375 Wh/pulse.
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 Set Synchronization

     >disabled<

FIG. 43 – Synchronisation setup page

This page allows you to enable and set the type of synchronisation:

♦ “disabled” in this case, synchronisation is disabled

♦ “clock” - synchronisation is done by means of the DAT Più internal clock. At 4:00 A.M.
(after the first power-on and then every four days), DAT Più resets the means of all
configured instruments in order to synchronise the calculation pertaining to mean measures,
then it synchronises its own timer for the calculation of the mean power with the instrument
# 99. In this way, the whole network synchronisation is guaranteed. Also, with synchronism
set from the clock, DAT Più sends the synchronism to the network of instruments at the first
quarter of an hour after power-on. This option is particularly useful in case of power failure,
since it allows immediate synchronisation of the network without waiting for the first
passage at 4:00 A.M. DAT Più internal clock synchronisation is always carried out, but only
when connecting to the PC (therefore, the time of the entire MACH network is the PC time)

♦ “time band” - in this case, synchronisation is carried out only using the two pulse counter
outputs pertaining to “time bands”. Every 4 days (and at first “time band” switch F4 to F1 or
F3 after power-on), when switching from “time band” F4 to F2 or F3 (following the Time
band tariff described in the figure of the Section 5.4), DAT Più carries out synchronisation
and sets its own internal clock. In fact, the instrument resets the means of all configured
MACH instruments in order to synchronise the calculation pertaining to mean measures,
then it synchronises its own timer for the calculation of the mean power with the instrument
# 99. Finally, it synchronises its own internal clock (minutes are reset to 30, seconds to 0,
while the hour remains as it was entered by keyboard or PC). Note that in synchronisation
with “time bands”, when connecting to the PC, the clock is completely updated only if the
time difference (between the DAT clock and the PC clock) is more than 30 minutes; if not,
the only date is updated, while the time (hour and minutes) remains unchanged. In this way,
for minor time changes, the instrument's clock is re-synchronised by means of an external
function.

Counters Alarm Timer

     >disabled<

FIG. 44 – Alarm setup on missing pulse count

This alarm is mainly used to detect counter malfunctioning. If enabled, an alarm is generated if
the instrument doesn’t detect a pulse corresponding to the pulse set (for further details, see section
5.5).
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Digital Input Alarm

     >enabled<

FIG. 45 – Alarm setup on digital inputs

This alarm is used to record changes on the INP3 and INP4 digital inputs. When the relevant
input changes its status for at least two seconds, an alarm is generated

    Set Net Type

     >standard<

FIG. 46 – Instruments network setup page

This menu allows you to specify the type of instruments network, so either only one single
broadcast command (simultaneously recognised and interpreted by all configured instruments) or a
number of commands, one for each configured instrument in sequence, are sent for synchronisation.
In fact, only last generation instruments (“Più” family) support the broadcast command. Therefore,
in case of mixed networks or instruments of the previous generation, set this parameters to
“standard”. The usage of networks supporting the “broadcast” mode allow better synchronisation.

Modify Password

>0<0 0 0

FIG. 47 – Password setting page

For details on using the password, see Section 5.2.

Alarms Set MACH > 1<

O4 N O3 N O2 N O1 N

FIG. 48 – Page for alarm call setup for the configured MACHs
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This page allows you to enable the immediate call in case an alarm is generated on an output, for
each configured MACH and for each output. If “Y” is set for the selected output, when an alarm is
generated on that output, DAT Più V2 tries to connect to the host PC (through cable or modem,
according to the type of connection set) to download the alarm. If SMS is enabled (by means of the
"Win Com 5" software program) the relevant message is sent to the user via GSM. For MACH 99 it
is possible to enable alarm calls in the following way: O1 and O2 for "missing count" on INP1 and
INP2 respectively; O3 and O4 for alarm on INP3 and INP4 digital input respectively.

For further details on alarm management, see Section 5.5.

MACH Configuration

MACH:> 1<  CONF: Y

FIG. 49 – MACH configuration page

To configure a MACH in network, simply select its address in the first field (scroll using [+] and
[-] keys), then set “Y” (Yes) in the second field.

  Stored Measures

IND:> 1<   VAL: V12

FIG. 50 – Stored measure setup page

To set the measures to be recorded, just scroll the IND list from 1 to 9 and set the desired
measure in the second field. Section 6 indicates the list of all the available measures. Please note
that a measure choice applies to all instruments of the network; if some of them do not have such
measure, a "undefined" string is displayed ("_________", i.e. a string of "_" characters).

Thanks to its new features, DAT Più V2 has a longer range than the previous MACH DAT/S2.
As a reference, see the following table for instrument capacities:

Number of
instruments

Recorded measures Acquisition interval
time (in minutes)

No. of stored records Off-line days

98 9 15 1137 11

98 1 1 8321 5

98 1 15 8321 75

31 9 1 3619 2

31 9 15 3619 30

31 1 1 25788 17

31 1 15 25788 255

20 9 1 5591 3

20 9 15 5591 45
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Number of
instruments

Recorded measures Acquisition interval
time (in minutes)

No. of stored records Off-line days

20 1 15 39044 405

12 9 1 9262 6

12 9 15 9262 90

12 1 1 62356 43

12 1 15 62356 645

6 9 1 18243 12

6 9 15 18243 180

6 1 1 112915 78

6 1 15 112915 1170

1 9 1 94951 65

1 9 15 94951 975

1 1 1 348159 241

1 1 15 348159 3615

 Reset data memory?

         >N<

FIG. 51 – Data memory reset page

Stroke “Y” and press [S]; when the next confirmation page is displayed, stroke “Y” again and
press [S] to confirm:

Reset data memory

Confirm? >N<

FIG. 52 – Data memory reset confirmation page

Reset alarms memory?

        >N<

FIG. 53 – Alarm memory reset page

Stroke “Y” and press [S]; when the next confirmation page is displayed, stroke “Y” again and
press [S] to confirm:
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Reset alarms memory

Confirm?  >N<

FIG. 54 – Alarm memory reset confirmation page

                         Reset energy?

        >N<

FIG. 55 – Energy counters reset page

   Reset energy

   Confirm? >N<

FIG. 56 – Energy counters reset confirmation page

   Default setup?

        >N<

FIG. 57 – Default setting page

Stroke Y (Yes) to reset to default settings, indicated in Section 5.9.2.1. Note that reset to default
settings will delete the current password and will delete all stored data (data and alarm files).
Therefore, it must be used with extreme caution.

  Default setup

  Confirm? >N<

FIG. 58 – Default setting confirmation page
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  Confirm changes?

         >N<

FIG. 59 – Confirmation of parameters changes

This page is very important because all changes must be confirmed. When changes in setup
parameters are made, they are temporarily memorised and kept while passing from one setup menu
to another, but they are effective only upon confirmation, using this page. Stroke “Y” and press [S]
to confirm, just like for other menus; then, the following screen is displayed:

Confirm changes?

Confirm?  >N<

FIG. 60 – Page for further confirmation of parameter changes

Stroke “Y” again and press [S] to confirm, so changes are effective. The page for confirmation
of parameter changes is also displayed every time you exit the setup menu, by pressing the [S] and
[M] keys at the same time (quick exit), after any change is made.

5.10 Loader

DAT Più V2 features a function for downloading new versions and updates of the Firmware
through the RS232 serial port. To update the Firmware, use the special PC program (supplied upon
request) which allows you to:

• Set DAT Più V2 to the "Loader" mode. When the instrument is in the “loader” mode, the
following page is displayed:

  Load Program....

Dat Più Loader Vx.y

FIG. 61 –Loader page

Now, DAT Più V2 waits for the Firmware through the RS232 serial port which will be written
in its internal Flash memory. The steps are:

• Transfer the Firmware to the instrument’s Flash memory

• Check whether the transfer was correctly executed

• Re-start the program
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Should the DAT Più V2 be found in the Loader mode, you can switch on the instrument keeping
the [M] key pressed, to start the “application” program manually.

6. Measure list

FRE Mains frequency

ΣV Three-phase equivalent voltage

V12 Linked voltage between lines 1 and 2

V23 Linked voltage between lines 2 and 3

V31 Linked voltage between lines 3 and 1

V1 Voltage between line 1 and neutral

V2 Voltage between line 2 and neutral

V3 Voltage between line 3 and neutral

ΣI Three-phase equivalent current

I1 Current line 1

I2 Current line 2

I3 Current line 3

X1x Max of X1 mean value

ΣC Three-phase equivalent power factor

C1 Power factor line 1

C2 Power factor line 2

C3 Power factor line 3

ΣW Three-phase equivalent active power

ΣWM Mean three-phase equivalent active power

ΣWX Maximum three-phase equivalent active power

W1 Active power line 1

W2 Active power line 2

W3 Active power line 3

WM1 Mean active power line 1

WM2 Mean active power line 2

WM3 Mean active power line 3

WX1 Maximum active power line 1

WX2 Maximum active power line 2

WX3 Maximum active power line 3

ΣA Three-phase equivalent apparent power

ΣAM Mean three-phase equivalent apparent power

ΣAX Maximum three-phase equivalent apparent power

A1 Apparent power line 1

A2 Apparent power line 2
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A3 Apparent power line 3

AM1 Mean apparent power line 1

AM2 Mean apparent power line 2

AM3 Mean apparent power line 3

AX1 Maximum apparent power line 1

AX2 Maximum apparent power line 2

AX3 Maximum apparent power line 3

ΣR Three-phase equivalent reactive power

ΣRM Three-phase equivalent mean reactive power

ΣRX Three-phase equivalent maximum reactive power

R1 Reactive power line 1

R2 Reactive power line 2

R3 Reactive power line 3

RM1 Mean reactive power line 1

RM2 Mean reactive power line 2

RM3 Mean reactive power line 3

RX1 Maximum reactive power line 1

RX2 Maximum reactive power line 2

RX3 Maximum reactive power line 3

WxM Maximum mean three-phase active power

RxM Maximum mean three-phase reactive power

AxM Maximum mean three-phase apparent power

X2x X2 Maximum mean value

ΣKW Three-phase equivalent active energy

KW1 Active energy line 1

KW2 Active energy line 2

KW3 Active energy line 3

ΣKA Three-phase equivalent reactive energy

KA1 Reactive energy line 1

KA2 Reactive energy line 2

KA3 Reactive energy line 3

TV1 Line 1 voltage distortion (crest factor)

TV2 Line 2 voltage distortion (crest factor)

TV3 Line 3 voltage distortion (crest factor)

TI1 Line 1 current distortion (crest factor)

TI2 Line 2 current distortion (crest factor)

TI3 Line 3 current distortion (crest factor)

X1 Analog input value 1

X2 Analog input value 2

WA1 Line 1 maximum mean active power

WA2 Line 2 maximum mean active power
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WA3 Line 3 maximum mean active power

RA1 Line 1 maximum mean reactive power

RA2 Line 2 maximum mean reactive power

RA3 Line 3 maximum mean reactive power

AA1 Line 1 maximum mean apparent power

AA2 Line 2 maximum mean apparent power

AA3 Line 3 maximum mean apparent power

ΣKw Active energy generated by the three-phase system

Kw1 Active energy generated by line 1

Kw2 Active energy generated by line 2

Kw3 Active energy generated by line 3

ΣKa Reactive energy generated by the three-phase system

Ka1 Reactive energy generated by line 1

Ka2 Reactive energy generated by line 2

Ka3 Reactive energy generated by line 3

X1M Mean of the analog channel 1

X2M Mean of the analog channel 2

X1S Integration of the analog channel 1

X2S Integration of the analog channel 2

TMP Temperature

7. Modem specifications and interfaces

The modem must feature the following specifications:

• 19200/9600 bps transmission speed

• Hayes standard compatible

• capability of holding at least 1 operating profile in EEPROM

Ducati Sistemi has approved and distributes the following modems for DAT Più V2:

• for a switched line (PSTN): Digicom Botticelli modem, available with order code 468001079;

• for GSM line: Wavecom WM02 modem or Audiotel Industrial Base modem, both available
with order code 468001080.
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The DAT Più V2 sends the modem the following initialisation fixed string. If a different modem
is used, it must support the following AT commands:

AT&F Load the factory configuration
(*)AT+IFC=0,0 Disable the control flow
(*)AT\Q0 Disable the control flow (introduced for GSM Audiotel Industrial

Base modem)
(*)AT+CMGF=1 Activate the sending of SMS in text mode
(*)AT+IPR=9600 Fix the communication speed between DTE and DCE (modem) in

GSM modems
(*)ATS20=2 Fix the interface speed (communication between DTE and DCE) at

9600 bps
(*)ATS40=2 Fix the interface speed (communication between DTE and DCE) at

9600 bps

(*) The answers of these commands are not controlled.

ATX3 Control of the busy tone
ATE0 Disable echo
ATS0=2 Auto-answer with 2 rings before automatic answering
ATV1 Verbose modem messages
AT&C1 DCD follows carrier status
AT&D0 DTR ignored
AT&W Store the programmed profile into memory

If the modem does not support one of these commands, the instrument cannot initialise the
modem correctly and malfunctioning may result.

DAT Più V2 sends this initialisation string to the modem:

• at power-on, in case the instrument is programmed for connection with host via Modem

• when the Connection mode is changed from Cable to Modem while in setup menu (Main
Setup): upon exiting setup the string is sent to the modem. Should the modem be disconnected
or switched off, the instrument remains idle for a few seconds waiting for a modem answer and
displays “WAITING!!! Initializing modem…”

DAT Più also features a very useful function, protection with line hang-up, to avoid useless
line engagement in case of wrong actions. In case of modem connection, when there is no traffic on
the serial port for more than 10 minutes, DAT Più hangs up.

DAT Più also allows a periodic modem re-initialisation at a time set by the user and
programmable by means of a dedicated serial command. The modem re-initialisation default time is
22iii (i.e. 10p.m.), but it can be changed or disabled entering the value 99. This option is managed by
the instrument in modem connection mode only and allows device periodic re-programming in case
of incorrect switch OFF or malfunctioning. If the modem is on line at re-initialisation, or if it does
not respond correctly upon the setup string receipt, re-programming is delayed and repeated a
number of times before it is terminated.

                                                
iii The re-initialisation is done at about 7 minutes after the programmed time. For example, if 10p.m. is programmed, the
re-initialisation is done at about 10pm and 7 minutes.
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Note on CD signal: the activation of the CD signal informs the DAT Più of the connection with
the Host PC (either via modem or through a direct cable connection).

Note on RTS /CTS signal and flow control: DAT Più keeps the RTS signal always on in case
of modem connection, but no RTS/CTS flow control is managed. Furthermore, only in case of
direct cable connection, at every alarm call, DAT Più activates also the RTS signal (normally
deactivated); when this variation on the status signal is recognised, the PC automatically connects to
the instrument.

8. DAT Più V2 Technical Characteristics

8.1 Interfaces

• High resolution Display (2 lines by 20 columns)

• 4-key matrix keyboard

• RS232 serial Port (max. 28800 bit/s)

• RS485 serial Port with galvanic insulation (max. 9600 bit/s)

• “Ducati” Protocol

• 4 Mbytes Memory

• NiCd 3,6 Vdc integrated backup battery. When the instrument is switched-off, the NiCd
battery supplies the memory containing records. With the backup battery completely charged,
records can remain stored in the instrument without external power supply for about six
months. The battery is recharged when the instrument is powered.

• 4 inputs and 1 common pulse counter interface.

8.2 Energy meter interface

Parameter Value

Pulse frequency 10 pulses / second (Max)

Minimum “low” pulse duration (external contact closed) 40 msec (min)

Internal working voltage (voltage on the opened external
contact)

5 Vdc

Input logic variation threshold 2.1 Vdc

Input current (with closed external contact) 22 mA (@5Vdc)
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8.3 Power supply voltage

Voltage Frequency Absorbed power Fuse

230 V RMS (+15% -10%)

240 V RMS (+10% -15%)

115 V RMS (+15% -10%)

120 V RMS (+10% -15%)

45 ÷ 65 Hz < 4 VA
Fit an external fuse

T 0.1A

8.4 Operating conditions

Parameter Value

Operating temperature 0 °C to 50 °C

Relative humidity 90 % max (without condensation) at 40 °C

Storage temperature - 10 °C to 60 °C

8.5 Memory Capacity

Type Capacity

Data archive 4Mbyte, allowing up to 3615 off-line days (with 1
instrument, 1 measure every 15 minutes)

Alarms archive Up to 200 events

Network of instruments Up to 98 MACHs, plus the external meter (instrument # 99)

8.6 Standards

The instrument is compliant with the following EC standards:

ELECTRICAL SAFETY - (Low Voltage Directive) No. 73/23/EEC; compliant with EN60950

ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY - Directive No. 89/336/EEC; compliance with the
Generic Standards EN55081-1 and EN55082-2 and in particular with the following:

• Conducted electromagnetic emissions: CEI EN 55022

• Radiated electromagnetic emissions: CEI EN 55022

• RF Radiated Immunity– AM: CEI EN 61000-4-3

• RF Radiated Immunity– PM: CEI ENV 50204

• RF Conducted immunity: CEI EN 61000-4-6
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• 50Hz Magnetic Field Immunity CEI EN 61000-4-8

• ESD Electrostatic Discharge: CEI EN 61000-4-2

• Fast Transients Burst: CEI EN 61000-4-4

• Voltage Transients Surge: CEI EN 61000-4-5

• Voltage dips: CEI EN 61000-4-11

• Voltage interruptions: CEI EN 61000-4-11

• Voltage variation: CEI EN 61000-4-11

• Flicker and voltage fluctuation: CEI EN 61000-3-3

• Harmonic distortion: CEI EN 61000-3-2

8.7 Miscellaneous

• Weight: 0.61 Kg

• Dimensions: 160 mm x  90 mm x 73 mm (Length x Height x Depth)

• Degree of Protection:

♦ Instrument: IP20

♦ Front panel: IP40
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9. Notes on RS485 communication protocol

The terminals for the RS485 serial interface are located on the central part of the instrument.
The pin list (from left to right) is reported in the following table:

PIN FUNCTION

7 A (+)

8 B (-)

9 S (shield)

FIG. 62 - RS485 terminals

The serial communication between the device and one or more MACH instruments (max 98) is
carried out according to the master-slave model, with DAT Più V2 configured as the master. The
protocol used by the instrument is the “Ducati” protocol.

MACH goes into listen mode when it receives an STX character and remains in this condition
until it receives an ETX character, after which the checksum is verified and - if correct - the data
frame is examined. MACH ignores all the messages that are not addressed to it or that have been
sent by another MACH.

If the message received has been sent by DAT Più V2, MACH examines the frame address and,
if it recognises its own, it carries out the action requested.

Receiving a NAK character (ASCII code 15H) at any moment causes the interruption of any
reception taking place and resets the serial buffer of connected instruments.

Broadcast commands (sent to a special address) are received by all instruments and no reply is
awaited from them.
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10. Notes on RS232 communication protocol

For a direct connection, a null-modem cable (provided) must be used. The connections for 9-pin
D-CANNON connector must be as follows:

DTR 1 4 DCD

TX 2 3 RX

RX 3 2 TX

DCD 4 1 DTR

GND 5 5 GND

RTS 7 8 CTS

CTS 8 7 RTS

RI 9 9 RI

FIG. 63 - RS232 cable for "direct" PC connection

The request for communication coming from the PC is detected by DAT Più V2 when the CD
signal is activated. The syntax of the communication protocol is the same as that of MACH. In case
of request of values, programming frames and check commands, the format of the exchanged frame
is the following:

<STX>Hxx_?<code>[<value>]_<checksum><ETX> to request data,

<STX>Hxx_!<code>[<value>]_<setup>_<checksum><ETX> to set DAT Più V2

<STX>Hxx_$<code>_<checksum><ETX> Check commands

<STX>Hxx_*<code>_<checksum><ETX> Broadcast commands

where xx is the address and must be 00 when communicating with DAT Più V2, while value and
setup are used only for commands and requests of setup values.

Apart from some commands implemented with a binary protocol, described later, the answer
frame consists of a field of 12 characters, containing the numerical value right-aligned, or
“____________” when the value is undefined.

In all binary commands all the negatives number are managed in 2’s complement.

During serial communication with a computer (which assumes the MASTER function) the DAT
Più V2 device is always configured as a SLAVE.
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DAT Più V2 recognises as its own the messages coming from the PC with address 0. Instead, it
re-transmits to the other MACHs on the network, via the RS485, all the other messages with
addresses ranging from 1 to 98. The commands sent to the instrument # 99 are interpreted by DAT
Più V2 only if they are data request commands, otherwise they are re-sent to the network
(transparency feature).

10.1 Data request frames

♦ Records download without removal (in binary format)
 code  AB
 value  none

♦ Records download with removal (in binary format)
code BB
Value none

The difference between the two commands is: if a download is started using the “?AB” tag,
every acquisition will be removed from memory after acknowledgement; using the “?BB” tag the
acquisition will be left in memory, and can then be re-downloaded or be manually removed. If the
memory is not cleared, when there is no more free space, older records are overwritten.

 This command, unlike all the others which are in ASCII format, is implemented in the binary
format (like others hereinafter described).

 All the data pertaining to a given record is sent in frames of 256 bytes maximum (they can even
be smaller) and feature the following structure:

 <STX><num_pac><dim_buf><buffer (256 byte max)><checksum><ETX>
 with <buffer> type:

 <6 bytes for date and time> <mach_1> <byte1_g1> <byte2_g1> _____ <byten_g1> _____
<byten_gn> ____ <mach_n> ____ <byten_gn>
 with <6 bytes for date and time> inserted only in the first frame pertaining to a given record

 where:

• num_pac = number of the frame; if the data pertaining to a record exceeds 256 bytes, it is
increased for next frames

• dim_buf = real dimension of buffer

• the buffer contains the data pertaining to the record. In this case, remember that
measures are stored according to their pre-defined format, in unsigned byte (1 byte),
unsigned word (2 bytes) and unsigned long (4 bytes). Then, they are re-sent in the big
endian format, that is with the most significant byte first

 If DAT Più V2 receives an <ACK> character, after the transmission of the last record, it
removes the acquisition sent from memory, and sends the next record. If instead it receives a
<NACK> character, the last record sent is re-sent.

 DAT Più V2 transmits a <NACK> when there is no more data in its memory. In this case it is
necessary to send a complete frame to request data again.
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 EXAMPLE:

 Suppose that DAT Più V2 is connected to a MACH with address 1, and that it stores the
measures ΣV and FRE, with a recording interval of 10 minutes. In this case, since the three-phase
voltage is stored in 4 bytes and the frequency in 1 byte, the total size of a record is 12 bytes (and
therefore it can be sent in one frame only). The dialog between PC and DAT Più V2 will be as
follows:

 

 PC  direction  DAT PIÙ V2

 <STX>H00_?AB_<chk><ETX>  ===>  

  <===  <STX><1><12><buffer (12 byte)><chk><ETX>

 <ACK>  ===>  

  <===  <STX><1><12><buffer (12 byte)><chk><ETX>

 ........  ........  ........

 <ACK>  ===>  

  <===  <NACK>

♦ Partial download of acquired records in "read and leave" mode (binary format)
 Code  ?BC
 Value  None
 Answer  Number of acquired records stored

 The answer format is the same as before, while the command must be:
<STX>H00_?BC_<first rec.>_<last rec.>_<first MACH>_<last MACH>_<ch_h><ch_l><ETX>

with:

♦ <first record> = time and date of the first record to be downloaded, in the following format:

<hour>:<minutes>_<day>/<month>/<century><year>
(every field must consist of two ASCIIiv characters)

♦ <last record> = time and date of the last record to be downloaded, in the following format:

<hour>:<minutes>_<day>/<month>/<century><year>
(every field must consist of two ASCII characters)

♦ <first MACH> = first MACH of the interval (every field must consist of two ASCII
characters)

♦ <last MACH> = last MACH of the interval (every field must consist of two ASCII
characters)

                                                
iv The separation character between hour – minutes and between day – month depends on the international settings of
the PC where the software is installed. Therefore every ASCII standard character will be recognised valid as separator.
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♦ Remaining records
 Code  C
 Value  None
 Answer  Number of acquired records

♦ Off-line days
 Code  D
 Value  None
 Answer  Number of days that the instrument may run without

overwriting older data.

♦ Alarm download start command in "read and leave" mode
 Code  E
 Value  None
 Answer  hh:mm_dd/mm/yy M<MACHAddr> O<S(set)/R(reset)><A>,

where A can assume the values 1, 2, 3, 4, corresponding to the
alarm which has changed its state. DAT Più returns an
undefined string (“____________”) if the stored record is
altered

♦ Date and time of the first valid record stored in file
 Code  FB
 Value  None
 Answer  hh:mm_dd/mm/yy: date and time of the first valid record

stored in file

♦ Date and time of the last valid record stored in file
 Code  FE
 Value  None
 Answer  hh:mm_dd/mm/yy: date and time of the last valid record stored

in file

♦ Value corresponding to the stored measure
 Code  G
 Value  1 to 9
 Answer  Number corresponding to the stored measure (see position in

the previous table)

♦ Stored measures (in binary format)
 Code  GB
 Value  None
 Answer  Frame: <STX><No. of frame><data buffer dimension><9

bytes indicating the number of the stored measure (FF if
none)><checksum><ETX>, in this case:
 No. of frame = 1
 data buffer dimension = 9
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♦ Type of synchronisation set
 Code  HS
 Value  None
 Answer  0 = none

 1 = clock
 2 = time bands

♦ Setup of pulse counter digital inputs alarm
 Code  HD
 Value  None
 Answer  0 = disabled

 1 = enabled

♦ Setup of pulse counter count inputs alarm
 Code  HC
 Value  None
 Answer  0 = disabled

 from 3000 to 60000 (in tens of milliseconds) for the pulse
waiting time before an alarm is generated

♦ Acquisition interval
 Code  I
 Value  None
 Answer  from 0 (quarters of an hour) to 60 minutes

♦ String for data call to the Host PC
 Code  J
 Value  None
 Answer  String

♦ Time interval, in days, for data call to the Host PC
 Code  K
 Value  None
 Answer  1 to 15 days

♦ Multiplication factor for the calculation of active energy in (pulses/Wh), reactive energy in
(pulses/VArh) and counter transformation factor (K)

 Code  LA
 Value  None
 Answer  String:

 <STX>M00_<value (pls/Wh)>_<value pls/VArh>_<value
K>_<checksum>_ <ETX> with (pls/Wh) or (pls/VArh) from 1
to 99 and K from 1 to 15000v

♦ Date and time for data call to the Host PC
 Code  L
 Value  None
 Answer  String with the following format: hh:mm dd/mm/yyyy. The

answer is --:-- --/--/-- if date and hour are not set in the
instrument configuration

                                                
v From version 2.06
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♦ Address corresponding to the Mach
 Code  M
 Value  Mach address: 1 to 99
 Answer  Address

♦ List of configured MACHs (in binary format)
 Code  MB
 Value  None
 Answer  Frame:<STX> <No. of frame> <data buffer dimension> <99

bytes indicating MACH’s address (FF if none)> <checksum>
<ETX>, in this case:
 No. of frame = 1
 data buffer dimension = 99

♦ Number of consecutive failed acquisitions (with no response) for the activation of the out
of service alarm of the configured MACHs

 Code  MS
 Value  None
 Answer  Programmed value

♦ Next alarms download
Code N
Value None
Answer hh:mm_dd/mm/yy_M<MACHAddr>_O<S(set)/R(reset)><A>,

where A can assume the values 1, 2, 3, 4, corresponding to the
alarm which has changed its state. DAT Più returns an
undefined string (“____________”) if the record is altered. It is
necessary to initially transmit the code "E" or "O" in order to
read the first alarm, and then "N" for the frames containing
following alarms. When the repeat of the last alarm
transmission is desired, it is necessary to re-transmit the code
"O" or "E" to DAT Più. When the alarm memory is empty the
answer is <NACK>.

♦ Alarm download start command in "read and delete" mode
Code O
Value None
Answer hh:mm_dd/mm/yy_M<MACHAddr>_O<S(set)/R(reset)><A>,

where A can assume the values 1, 2, 3, 4, corresponding to the
alarm which has changed its state. DAT Più returns an
undefined string (“____________”) if the record is altered

♦ Type of call (valid only when DAT Più V2 calls the PC)
 Code  P
 Value  None
 Answer  0 = data transfer calls

 1 = alarms call
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♦ Password status request
 Code  PRDP
 Value  None
 Answer  0 = no password is set

 1 = user password set and administrator password not set
 2 = user password not set and administrator password set
 3 = both passwords are set

♦ Call enabled for alarms on outputs of Mach number i
 Code  Q
 Value  None
 Answer  A value ranging from 1 to 15 in the binary format, which

indicates the setting of alarm call for the given MACH,
pertaining to one of its 4 outputs.
 The low nibble of the binary value indicates the setting for
alarm call, that is:
 0000<out 1><out 2><out 3><out 4>.
 0 = call disabled
 1 = call enabled

♦ List of MACHs featuring alarm call enabled (in binary format)
 Code  QB
 Value  None
 Answer  Frame:<STX><No. of frame><data buffer dimension><99

bytes indicating the address of MACHs with calls enabled (FF
if none)><checksum><ETX>, in this case:
 No. of frame = 1
 Data buffer dimension = 99

♦ Number of free records
 Code  R
 Value  None
 Answer  Value

♦ Power-on status
 Code  S
 Value  None
 Answer  0 = normal state (setup and records to be acquired saved since

the latest power-on)
 1 = records are lost (the battery could be run-down), setup is 

still undamaged
 2 = records and setup are lost
 3 = E2prom broken (problems with writing a setup datum)
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♦ Clock reading
 Code  T
 Value  None
 Answer  String with the following format: hh:mm:ss dd/mm/aaaa when:

 hh = hours
 mm = minutes
 ss = seconds
 dd = day
 mm = month
 aaaa = year

♦ DAT Più V2 id
 Code  U
 Value  None
 Answer  1 to 300

♦ Application revision
 Code  V
 Value  None
 Answer  String

♦ Call-back retry delay
 Code  W
 Value  None
 Answer  Value

♦ Digital inputs
 Code  X
 Value  None
 Answer  String:

 <STX>M00 <value INP3> <value of INP4> <checksum>
<ETX>
 0 = disabled, 1 = enabled

♦ Initialisation String for alarm call to the Host PC
 Code  Y
 Value  None
 Answer  String

♦ Number of alarms stored
 Code  Z
 Value  None
 Answer  Value

♦ Periodical modem re-initialisation time
 Code  ZT
 Value  None
 Answer  0 to 23 = initialisation time

 99 = re-initialisation function disabled
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10.2 Setup frames

♦ Multiplication factor for the calculation of active energy (pulses/Wh)
 Code  BA
 Value  1 to 90
 Answer  ACK = correct command

 NAK = error

♦ Multiplication factor for the calculation of reactive energy (pulses/VArh)
 Code  BR
 Value  1 to 90
 Answer  ACK = correct command

 NAK = error

♦ Counter transformation factor
 Code  C
 Value  1 to 15000vi

 Answer  ACK = correct command
 NAK = error

♦ Restore default settings
 Code  D
 Value  None
 Answer  ACK = correct command

 NAK = error

♦ Reset active and reactive energy counters
 Code  E
 Value  None
 Answer  ACK = correct command

 NAK = error

♦ Setting of the modem re-initialisations hour
 Code  F
 Value  None
 Setup  Reprogramming time

 0 to 23 = normal time
 99 = re-initialisation disabled

 Answer  ACK = correct command
 NAK = error

♦ Missing pulse counter alarm time out
 Code  HC
 Value  None
 Setup  0 = disabled

 3000 to 60000 (in tens of millisecond): time between two
pulses before an alarm is generated

 Answer  ACK = correct command
 NAK = error

                                                
vi From version 2.06
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♦ DAT Più digital inputs alarms
 Code  HD
 Value  None
 Setup  0 = disabled

 1 = enabled
 Answer  ACK = correct command

 NAK = error

♦ Synchronisation
 Code  HS
 Value  None
 Setup  0 = disabled

 1 = coming from clock
 2 = coming from time bands

 Answer  ACK = correct command
 NAK = error

♦ Acquisition interval
 Code  I
 Value  None
 Setup  0 to 60 minutes (0 = "quarter of hour" acquisition mode)
 Answer  ACK = correct command

 NAK = error

♦ Call-back modem initialisation string for Data calls to the PC
 Code  J
 Value  None
 Setup  AT command string
 Answer  ACK = correct command

 NAK = error

♦ Internal schedule of Data transfer calls to the PC
 Code  K
 Value  None
 Setup  1 to 15 days
 Answer  ACK = correct command

 NAK = error
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♦ Date and time of next data transfer call to PC
 Code  L
 Value  1 = to set minutes

 2 = to set hours
 3 = to set day
 4 = to set month
 5 = to set year
 6 = to set century

 Setup  Minutes from 0 to 59
 Hours from 0 to 23
 Days from 1 to 31
 Months from 1 to 12
 Years from 0 to 99
 Century from 0 to 99

 Answer  ACK = correct command
 NAK = error

♦ Configured MACHs
 Code  M
 Value  A number ranging between 1 and 99
 Setup  MACH’s address (1 to 99)
 Answer  ACK = correct command

 NAK = error

♦ Set the number of consecutive failed acquisitions (with no response) for the activation of
the out of service alarm of the configured MACHs

 Code  MS
 Value  None
 Setup  0 to 1440

 0 = alarm disabled
 Answer  ACK = correct command

 NAK = error

♦ Unlock administrator password
 Code  PVA
 Value  None
 Setup  Right administrator password (4 alphanumeric characters)
 Answer  ACK = correct command

 NAK = error

♦ Unlock user password
 Code  PVU
 Value  None
 Setup  Right user password (4 alphanumeric characters)
 Answer  ACK = correct command

 NAK = error
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♦ New administrator password
 Code  PNA
 Value  None
 Setup  New administrator password (4 alphanumeric characters)
 Answer  ACK = correct command

 NAK = error

♦ New user password
 Code  PNU
 Value  None
 Setup  New user password (4 alphanumeric characters)
 Answer  ACK = correct command

 NAK = error

♦ MACH number “i” alarm call enabling
 Code  Q
 Value  MACH address, 1 to 99
 Setup  A value ranging from 1 to 15 in the binary format, which

indicates the setting of alarm call for the given MACH at
address “i”, pertaining to one of its 4 outputs.
 The low nibble of the binary value indicates the setting for
alarm call, that is:
 0000<out 1><out 2><out 3><out 4>.
 0 = call disabled
 1 = call enabled

 Answer  ACK = correct command
 NAK = error

♦ Data and alarm memory deletion
 Code  R
 Value  None
 Answer  ACK = correct command

 NAK = error

♦ Clock setup
 Code  T
 Value  0 = seconds

 1 = minutes
 2 = hour
 3 = day
 4 = month
 5 = year
 6 = century

 Setup  Minutes from 0 to 59
 Hours from 0 to 23
 Days from 1 to 31
 Months from 1 to 12
 Years from 0 to 99
 Century from 0 to 99

 Answer  ACK = correct command
 NAK = error
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♦ DAT Più V2 id
 Code  U
 Value  None
 Setup  1 to 300
 Answer  ACK = correct command

 NAK = error

♦ Call-back retry delay
 Code  W
 Value  1 to 100
 Setup  None
 Answer  ACK = correct command

 NAK = error

♦ Call-back modem initialisation string for Alarms calls to the PC
 Code  Y
 Value  None
 Setup  AT setup commands
 Answer  ACK = correct command

 NAK = error

 Following the completed list of all commands protected by the administrator password:

Command Function

!BA <n> Setting of Multiplication factor pls/Wh

!BR <n> Setting of Multiplication factor pls/VArh

!C Setting of Counter transformation factor

!D Restore default settings

!E Reset energy counters

!F Setting of modem re-programming time

!G<n> Setting of number <n> quantity

!HF <n> Setting of “Time bands”

!HS <n> Setting of Synchronisation type

!HD <n> Setting of digital inputs alarm

!HC <n> Setting of count failure alarm

!I <n> Setting of Acquisition time

!J <n> Setting of String for data call

!K <n> Setting of Period for data call

!L1, !L2, !L3, !L4, !L5, !L6 <n> Date and time for data call

!M <n> Setting of number <n> instrument address

!MS <n> Number of acquisition for the generation of the
out of service alarm for the configured MACHs

!Q <n> Setting of number <n> instrument alarm priority
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Command Function

!R Data and alarm memory reset

!T0, !T1, !T2, !T3, !T4, !T5 <n> Setting of DAT Clock

!U <n> Setting of DAT Più id

!W <n> Setting of call-back retry delay

!Y <n> Setting of String for alarm call

?A Read and delete filed data (binary)

?O Start Alarm download in "read and delete" mode

$R Start-up in Loader mode

10.3 Command and debug frames

♦ Start-up in Loader mode
 Code  R
 Value  None
 Setup  None
 Answer  ACK = correct command

 NAK = error

10.4 Main broadcast commands

♦ Reset of DAT and all instrument energies
 Code  M
 Value  None
 Setup  None
 Answer  ACK = correct command

 NAK = error

♦ DAT (the internal timer is reloaded to refresh the mean active power every 15 minutes)
and all instruments mean reset

 Code  E
 Value  None
 Setup  None
 Answer  ACK = correct command

 NAK = error
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DUCATI SISTEMI S.p.A. denies any responsibility for damage or personal injury caused by
the improper or erroneous use of this equipment.

This documentation may be subject to modification without prior notice.

This manual refers to the following Firmware versions: Loader V1.03, DATPiù V2.10

Documentation code: DatPiu200_105e.doc - Version 1.05 – September 2004

Via Ronzani 47, - 40033 Casalecchio di Reno (Bologna) - Italy
Tel.: +39 – 051 6116.611 – Fax: +39 – 051 6116.690

WEB: www.ducatisistemi.com
e-mail (Commerc.) = info@ducatisistemi.com // e-mail (Technical) = supporto_analizzatori@ducatisistemi.com
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